Introduction
============

Abnormal liver chemistry elevations observed during drug therapy may require treatment discontinuation and may result in poorer clinical outcomes. Identification of risk factors for such events may improve safety management and overall patient outcomes. Robust human leukocyte antigen (HLA) allele associations have been detected for a range of serious drug-induced adverse events.^[@bib1]^ For abacavir^[@bib2]^ and carbamazepine,^[@bib3]^ such associations have been translated into clinical safety management using specific HLA allele screening to identify patients with higher risk of severe hypersensitivity reactions as a consequence of receiving the drug. In addition, specific HLA alleles have been associated with drug-induced liver injury (DILI) for a range of widely used medicines, including the antibiotics, flucloxacillin^[@bib4]^ and amoxicillin-clavulanic acid.^[@bib5]^ Furthermore, DILI has led to drug withdrawals from the market with termination of their development programmes, including ximelagatran^[@bib6]^ and lumiracoxib.^[@bib7]^ Further analysis of amoxicillin-clavulanic acid-induced liver injury has suggested additional associations with immune-related, non-HLA genes.^[@bib5]^

Lapatinib (Tykerb/Tyverb, GlaxoSmithKline), a human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 and epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitor, is approved for administration in combination with other targeted chemotherapy agents for the treatment of patients with advanced or metastatic breast cancer whose tumors overexpress human epidermal growth factor receptor 2, and who have received prior cancer therapy, including anthracycline, a taxane and trastuzumab. Although extensive clinical experience shows an acceptable safety profile, lapatinib has been associated with liver injury and a low incidence of National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events grade 3 isolated alanine aminotransferase (ALT) elevation (3%) and potentially life-threatening concurrent ALT elevation with hyperbilirubinemia (Hy\'s Law, 0.6%).^[@bib8]^ Previous investigations of patients with breast cancer treated with lapatinib found that the Class II allele *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* (and *DQA1\*02:01*, which is in strong linkage disequilibrium) is associated with lapatinib-induced liver injury.^[@bib9]^ These results were extended to show the association of this allele with lapatinib-induced Hy\'s Law cases.^[@bib10]^ In addition to these retrospective analyses, this association was prospectively validated in a large, well-controlled, randomized clinical trial, where *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* allele carriage was enriched in on-treatment grade 3 ALT elevation cases.^[@bib11]^ This Class II HLA association implicates immune mechanisms and identifies a patient subgroup at increased risk of this safety event. Awareness of these findings and the established widespread availability of HLA testing could potentially support clinical management of liver injury during lapatinib treatment. However, despite *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* typing producing a high negative predictive value, suitable for safety biomarker prediction, this is accompanied by a moderate positive predictive value for identifying individual patients at higher risk.^[@bib11]^ This presents limitations in its use as a prospectively applied predictive biomarker, as the majority of *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* allele-positive patients will not experience liver injury during 1 year of treatment and may receive benefit from lapatinib for the treatment of their breast cancer.

It is conceivable that additional genetic variants located within the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) locus or elsewhere in the genome may influence lapatinib-induced liver injury risk and potentially lead to a genetic test with improved predictive qualities. For example, there is evidence that in addition to an *HLA* association, a variant in *PTPN22*, a gene associated with a variety of autoimmune diseases, is also associated with amoxicillin-clavulanic acid-induced liver injury.^[@bib5]^ To address this, we have taken two approaches: (i) a genome-wide association study (GWAS), assessing common genetic variants in a single, large, lapatinib monotherapy clinical trial of patients previously treated with chemotherapy for early-stage human epidermal growth factor receptor 2-positive breast cancer (EGF105485, TEACH, NCT00374322)^[@bib11],\ [@bib12]^ and (ii) a whole-genome sequencing (WGS) study, assessing common and rare genetic variants in a limited number of possible Hy\'s cases and extreme ALT elevation cases and matched controls identified from multiple clinical trials.^[@bib10]^ This represents one of the most thorough investigations of the genetics of a drug-induced adverse event to date.

Materials and methods
=====================

Patients and clinical trials
----------------------------

### EGF105485 (TEACH: Tykerb evaluation after chemotherapy)

EGF105485 was a placebo-controlled, multicenter, randomized Phase III trial, where women with human epidermal growth factor receptor 2-positive early-breast cancer were assigned to receive lapatinib or placebo daily for 12 months.^[@bib12]^ A total of 3146 patients were available for safety analyses of the TEACH study: 1572 and 1574 patients were randomized to lapatinib and placebo, respectively, and were well-balanced for baseline characteristics. The pharmacogenetic experiment included 1194 and 1259 patients randomized to lapatinib and placebo, respectively, who consented to provide a blood sample for pharmacogenetic analysis.^[@bib11]^ DNA was isolated from whole blood.

To assess genetic variants across the genome for association with ALT elevations, ALT end points, including both case--control status using analysis definitions described previously^[@bib9]^ and maximum on-treatment ALT, to allow for greater power to detect genetic effects of smaller size, were analyzed. For quantitative trait analysis, maximum on-treatment ALT (expressed as a fraction of the laboratory-specific upper limit of normal (ULN)) was derived from values from initiation of lapatinib treatment and up to 30 days after last dose of lapatinib treatment. All values were log-transformed (base 10) to account for the highly skewed distribution of this quantitative measure and make it suitable for parametric model fitting.

### Possible Hy\'s law and extreme ALT cases and matched controls

Possible Hy\'s law and extreme ALT cases during lapatinib treatment, and matched controls with consented pharmacogenetic samples were selected for analysis. Twenty patients from seven clinical trials were identified as possible Hy\'s Law cases and were adjudicated by hepatologist experts as having 'probable\' (*n*=13) or 'possible\' (*n*=6) DILI or 'inadequate information\' (*n*=1).^[@bib10]^ In addition, six extreme ALT cases (\>10 × ULN) from EGF105485 were identified. Possible controls were identified as individuals with normal baseline and on-treatment liver chemistry measures for ALT and total bilirubin, from 13 previously analyzed clinical trials.^[@bib9]^ The DILI cases were identified by serious adverse event reporting in ongoing clinical trials. At the time of matching, some studies that provided DILI cases were ongoing, randomised, blinded clinical trials, where the corresponding data to identify matched controls from these same studies were not yet available. If no well-matched control was available from an alternate study at the time, these cases were genotyped without a matched control. Controls were matched to cases by assessing the following variables of interest: *HLA-DQA1\*02:01*, *HLA-DRB1\*07:01*, *HLA-DQB1\*02:02* and *TNXB* (rs12153855)^[@bib9]^ and *UGT1A1\*28* (ref. [@bib10]) genotypes, clinical trial, country and comparable genetic ancestry (using principal components generated from available GWAS data). This resulted in 19 cases (*n*=15 possible Hy\'s and *n*=4 extreme ALT) having a best-matched control assigned to them, and seven cases without any well-matched controls. A total of 26 cases and 19 matched controls were selected for further analyses. Primary analyses were conducted in cases and matched controls who carried the known, validated biomarker, *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* to reduce case misclassification.

Note that all of the extreme ALT cases (*n*=6) and some of the possible Hy\'s Law cases (*n*=5) selected from EGF105485 were included in both GWAS and WGS studies presented herein.

Liver chemistry
---------------

Serum ALT, aspartate-aminotransferase, total bilirubin and alkaline phosphatase measurements were performed at multiple laboratories. Original laboratory values were converted to the multiples of ULN by dividing by laboratory-specific ULN values. The frequency of liver chemistry testing and monitoring was variable across clinical trials.

Data generation
---------------

### GWAS

GWAS SNP data were generated for all subjects who consented to genetic analysis using the Illumina Human1M-Duo or the Illumina HumanOmni1-Quad BeadChip arrays by Expression Analysis (Durham, NC, USA). Classical 4-digit HLA genotyping was performed by Laboratory Corporation (Burlington, NC, USA) and Histogenetics (Ossining, NY, USA). *UGT1A1*\**28* was assessed using GeneScan fragment analysis by sequencing at GlaxoSmithKline (Philadelphia, PA, USA).

Candidate gene variants included the following four categories: (i) classical HLA alleles for *HLA-A, -B, -C, -DQA1,-DQB1, -DPB1 and -DRB1*, (ii) functional variants from DILI genes with potential lapatinib metabolite interaction (*ABCB11* and *UGT1A1*), (iii) functional variants from lapatinib metabolism and disposition genes (*CYP3A4*, *CYP3A5*, *CYP2C8*, *CYP2C19*, *SLCO1B1*, *ABCB1*, *ABCG2*, *NR1l2* and *NR1l3*) and (iv) 213 autoimmune disease associated markers with reported *P*-values at genome-wide significance levels from the literature.^[@bib5]^ The variants in categories (ii) to (iv) were present as SNPs on the GWAS platform.

### WGS

WGS was performed at BGI (Shenzhen, China). DNA was fragmented and size selected to create 2 × 180 base pair libraries and 2 × 800 bp libraries. These libraries were interrogated on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 to generate 90 base pair paired end reads. For each sample \~100 gigabases of sequence was generated, resulting in at least 30 × sequence coverage. Individual genotypes in the form of variant call format files were generated by aligning the short reads to GRCh37 using Stampy^[@bib13]^ and variants were called using Platypus.^[@bib14]^ All variants were annotated using the Variant Effect Predictor developed by Ensembl.^[@bib15]^

Statistical methods
-------------------

[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} summarises the analyses that were conducted.

### GWAS

To identify common genetic variants (minor allele frequency (MAF) \>0.5%) associated with on-treatment ALT elevation across the genome, both quantitative trait and case--control analyses were carried out in all patients in the lapatinib-treated arm, under an additive genetic model, using linear or logistic regression. Analyses were conducted using the R statistical software. The known biomarker, *HLA-DRB1\*07:01*, is highly correlated with *HLA-DQA1\*02:01;*^[@bib11]^ however, for the purpose of this experiment, *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* was chosen for conditioning. Regression analysis adjusting for *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* genotype was carried out to assess whether associated variants were due to linkage disequilibrium with the known biomarker. Key covariates, including age, baseline ALT and genetic ancestry (as principal component 1--6 scores derived using GWAS data) were adjusted for in all analyses. Additional sensitivity analyses were conducted in principal component analysis-defined White (*N*=775) and East Asia (*N*=236) subgroups for quantitative traits adjusting for age and baseline ALT to check the consistency of top results by race.

HLA analyses at the resolution of amino-acid residues may provide additional statistical power and insight into biological mechanism compared with analysis at the level of classical HLA alleles and MHC region SNPs. By following standard definitions for HLA allele sequences from the EMBL-EBI Immunogenetics HLA Database,^[@bib16]^ we extracted the amino-acid sequences and residues for each observed four-digit HLA classic allele.^[@bib17],\ [@bib18]^ Multi-allelic amino-acid positions were encoded as multiple di-allelic amino acids, each corresponding to a specific amino acid. Association analysis for each di-allelic amino acid was carried out using the same association analysis method as for the bi-allelic SNP.

For declaring experiment-wide statistical significance, Bonferroni-threshold criteria 1 × 10^−4^ (0.05/500) and 5 × 10^−8^ (0.05/1 000 000) were applied to candidate gene and GWAS results, reflecting the number of variants tested, respectively.

### WGS

To reduce power loss due to case misclassification, the main analysis was restricted to *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* carriers only. Additional sensitivity analyses were conducted using only the five cases with ALT\>20 × ULN and total bilirubin\>2 × ULN---a much more stringent definition. As all statistical analyses were limited to *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* carriers, any associations identified would be independent of the known HLA biomarker. To avoid fitting too many parameters, with such a small sample size, none of the analyses adjusted for covariates in the first instance, resulting in a generally liberal test. Any statistically interesting results (*P*\<1 × 10^−7^) would have been further interrogated by inspecting distributions of key factors such as age and genetic principal component scores.

All variants, including SNPs and small insertions and deletions (indels), with four or more copies observed were analyzed one at a time for association with liver injury using Fisher\'s exact test. In the analysis of the 32 HLA carriers (19 cases and 13 controls) this corresponds to including all variants with a sample MAF \>6%. In addition to the single-variant tests for common variants in this sample, we conducted gene-wide tests on the rarer variants. Within each gene, three classes of variants with less than four copies were aggregated, according to increasing belief in likelihood of functional impact: (i) all exonic variants, and intronic variants annotated to reside in a splice site or to be highly conserved, (ii) all non-synonymous variants and (iii) variants predicted to be 'probably damaging\' by Polyphen-2 (ref. [@bib19]) and/or 'deleterious\' by SIFT (Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant, a tool to predict whether an amino-acid substitution affects protein function).^[@bib20]^ For each aggregate test, three statistical methods were explored: (i) burden test, (ii) frequency weighted burden test and (iii) c-alpha test (see [Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details). With all tests, to avoid violation to asymptotic assumptions due to the small sample size, permutation was used to generate *P*-values. The PLINK/SEQ software suite (<http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/>, <http://atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/plinkseq/>) was used to perform all statistical tests on the WGS data.

Results
=======

GWAS
----

1 085 881 GWAS SNPs were successfully genotyped and were polymorphic in the current sample, among which 1 010 443 (93%) were common (MAF \>0.5%). Candidate gene variants included the *UGT1A1*\**28* allele, 216 common SNPs from GWAS and 478 HLA 4-digit classic alleles (248 alleles with MAF \>0.5%). A total of 1967 polymorphic HLA amino-acid variants at 1411 unique polymorphic positions were identified based on HLA classic allele types, where 1349 (69%) amino-acid variants were common in the analyzed data.

In the ALT case--control analyses, only variants in the MHC region were statistically significant ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, *HLA-DRB1\*07:01*, *P*=7.8 × 10^−11^). However, no statistically significant associations remained upon conditioning on *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* carriage ([Supplementary Figure 1a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After conditioning on *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* carriage, there is no enrichment of association results above what would be expected under the null distribution ([Supplementary Figure 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In the analysis of ALT as a quantitative trait, again only genetic variants in the MHC region were statistically significant ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, *HLA-DRB1\*07:01*, *P*=2.0 × 10^−18^). Upon conditioning on *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* carriage, one intronic variant in *TPD52* (rs7828135, MAF=5%, *P*=4.5 × 10^−8^) passed the pre-specified GWAS significance threshold ([Supplementary Figure 1b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and *HLA-DQA1\*03:03* (MAF=6%, *P*=6.5 × 10^−5^) passed the pre-specified candidate gene significance threshold. Neither of these genetic variants remained statistically significant at the pre-specified levels after conditioning on *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* carriage in the case--control analyses. Sensitivity analyses within principal component analysis-defined White and East Asia subgroups showed similar effects for these top variants ([Supplementary Figure 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The combined analysis of GWAS SNPs, HLA alleles and derived HLA amino acids showed that the association signal centers around the previously validated biomarker *HLA-DRB1*\**07:01* ([Supplementary Figure 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To attempt to discriminate functionality between the correlated alleles, regression analysis of the amino acids was conducted and identified several amino acids with equivalent statistical associations. Of the most strongly associated amino acids, several are located within the antigen-binding pocket of *HLA-DRB1* ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), as compared with none of those within the antigen-binding pocket of *HLA-DQA1* ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We did not see any evidence of an association with *HLA-DQB1*-specific amino acids either within or outside the antigen-binding domain pocket ([Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Review of binding pocket amino-acid specificity and heterodimer formation of DR and DQ suggest that two HLA-DQ heterodimers (DQ2.2 and DQ9.2) would be required to account for the association with lapatinib-induced ALT elevation, whereas for HLA-DR, a single heterodimer (DR7) is sufficient.^[@bib11]^ These results support the causal role of *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* in lapatinib-induced liver injury.

WGS
---

After filtering on missingness, 11 688 195 SNPs and 1 270 946 indels were available for analysis across all 45 subjects.

For the association analysis among *HLA-DRB1*\**07:01* carriers, \~5.7 million SNPs and 653 000 indels with four or more copies observed were analyzed individually.

No individual variants analyzed showed a statistically significant association ([Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Both the QQ plot for 6.4 million tests conducted genome-wide, and for a subset of 44 000 tests conducted in the exome ([Supplementary Figure 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), where our prior probability of causal variant discovery is higher, showed fewer tests with small *P*-values than expected under the null distribution. This observation was not surprising, given the small sample size. The sensitivity analysis in the extreme cases and controls also did not yield any statistically significant variants ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we reviewed the WGS data from the five extreme cases for potentially pathogenic variations, focusing on variants associated with immune response, drug metabolism and liver injury, through the Ingenuity Variant Analysis software package (Qiagen Redwood City, CA, USA). No additional variants of interest, outside the *HLA* genes, were identified through this process.

Despite the huge number of tests, this experiment was powered to find a perfect genetic biomarker of liver injury that would be present in all cases and none of the controls. A variant that perfectly discriminates cases from controls among HLA carriers would achieve *P*=2.9 × 10^−9^ under Fisher\'s exact test, and therefore reach statistical significance ([Supplementary Table 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As we have not seen such a predictor, we can conclude that one is unlikely to exist within the regions of the genome that were successfully sequenced.

Discussion
==========

This comprehensive genetic evaluation has resulted in one clear signal---*HLA-DRB1\*07:01*---being associated with lapatinib-induced liver injury. This HLA association is consistent with a number of other GWAS for immune-related safety events, where key genetic risk factors are captured in HLA variation.^[@bib1],\ [@bib21]^

In the GWAS, the genetic signal centered around *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* remained the strongest association. Moderately significant results of two genetic variants found in the conditional quantitative trait analyses were not significant in case--control analyses, and did not lend themselves to be clinically useful predictors, with no substantial increase in the positive predictive values of the known biomarker. Although *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* is in strong linkage disequilibrium with other genetic variants in the MHC region, results from investigation of HLA heterodimer formation and review of binding pocket amino-acid specificity suggest that *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* is the most likely causal allele. Reasonable power was available to detect genetic associations of a reasonable effect size in the quantitative ([Supplementary Figure 6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and case--control ([Supplementary Figure 7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) GWAS analyses. Small genetic effects that may have been underpowered in this study, and subsequently not detected, would not have resulted in a significant impact on improving clinical utility.

The additional WGS experiment added little, if any, value to the overall conclusions. No additional rare variants were identified that were statistically significant or had a strong biological rationale. Furthermore, given the challenges of interrogating the MHC region accurately using WGS data,^[@bib22]^ and the opportunity to accurately impute HLA genotypes using GWAS data,^[@bib23]^ one could argue that the GWAS approach is more likely to identify potential causative MHC variants than WGS approaches, questioning the added value of using WGS and whole-exome sequencing to investigate relatively common adverse events, as recently proposed,^[@bib24]^ over the use of traditional GWAS arrays.

Focusing on the clinical utility of *HLA-DRB1\*07:01*, the marker\'s high negative predictive value and moderate positive predictive value,^[@bib11]^ describe how essentially all individuals who experience serious lapatinib-induced liver injury carry this biomarker, but the majority of biomarker carriers do not develop serious liver injury. This suggests that there may be additional triggers or agents contributing to this safety event and is consistent with other HLA associations related to drug-induced hypersensitivity.^[@bib1],\ [@bib21]^ Although this comprehensive genetic evaluation of a relatively common event has ruled out the possibility of a large, clinically meaningful effect existing, additional rare genetic factors of smaller effect size may still exist that impact the biology of this event, but would not significantly improve the clinical utility. Furthermore, additional, non-genetic components may exist that determine propensity to produce this adverse event among *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* allele carrying patients.^[@bib21]^

The present comprehensive genetic evaluation did not yield any additional genetic predictors to enable improved clinical risk prediction. However, the single, robust association of *HLA-DRB1\*07:01* provides important insight into mechanism of action of this safety event and represents an important first step in understanding the mechanism of these events. As a result of this comprehensive genetic evaluation, it is unlikely that further genetic marker identification experiments would be fruitful and suggest that future work should focus on immune cell biology^[@bib25],\ [@bib26]^ to determine additional biological restrictions to immune activation and continued understanding around the potential clinical utility of this known biomarker for lapatinib-induced liver injury.
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![Genome-wide association analyses of (**a**) cases and controls and (**b**) maximum on-treatment ALT. The dashed red line indicates the Bonferroni-adjusted significance threshold (5 × 10^−8^).](tpj201540f1){#fig1}

![Association of HLA amino acids with maximum on-treatment ALT for (**a**) *HLA-DRB1*, (**b**) *HLA-DQA1* and (**c**) *HLA-DQB1.* Amino acids are differentiated between those that are located inside and outside of the antigen-binding pocket.](tpj201540f2){#fig2}

![Genome-wide sequence analysis in *HLA-DRB1*\**07:01* carriers in (**a**) all 19 sequenced cases and (**b**) only the most extreme 5 cases versus 13 controls. The dashed red lines indicate the Bonferroni significance threshold (*P*=8 × 10^−9^). The functional predictions for each variant are indicated by color and the variant type by symbol, as shown within the figure.](tpj201540f3){#fig3}

###### Summary of analyses performed

  *Analysis type*   *End point*                                *Number of subjects analyzed*                                                                                     *Variants*                                                         *Methods*
  ----------------- ------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  GWAS              CC                             34 cases (baseline ALT⩽1 × ULN and max ALT\>3 × ULN)                                                        1 085 881 SNPs 478 HLA 4-digit classic alleles                                       Logistic regression
                                                   810 controls (baseline and all ALT measures ⩽1 × ULN)                                                          1967 polymorphic HLA amino-acid residues                                           
                    QTA                                                    1192                                                                                                                                                                     Linear regression
  WGS               CC             26 hepatologist adjudicated, possible Hy\'s cases/extreme ALT cases (19 HLA carriers)   11 688 195 SNVs (5 703 813 SNVs with ⩾4 copies observed and 98 565 lower frequency variants aggregated in HLA carriers)  Burden test frequency weighted burden test
                                                           19 matched controls (13 HLA carriers)                                                              1 270 946 indels (652 732 indels in HLA carriers)                                     C-alpha test

Abbreviations: ALT, alanine aminotransferase; GWAS, genome-wide association studies; HLA, human leukocyte antigen; QTA, quantitative trait analysis; SNP, single-nucleotide polymorphism; ULN, upper limit of normal; WGS, whole-genome sequencing.
